































































































































height="2078" width="1695" usemap="tou0001x.djvu" >
<PARAM name="DPI" value="400" />



























<AREA coords="1471,178,1535,235" alt="&#22823;" href="/djvuchar?5927" />
<AREA coords="1480,240,1538,296" alt="&#21776;" href="/djvuchar?5510" />
<AREA coords="1479,304,1541,371" alt="&#27931;" href="/djvuchar?6D1B" />
<AREA coords="1476,367,1538,434" alt="&#24030;" href="/djvuchar?5DDE" />
<AREA coords="1477,438,1533,491" alt="&#21029;" href="/djvuchar?5225" />
<AREA coords="1481,499,1537,552" alt="&#39381;" href="/djvuchar?99D5" />
<AREA coords="1474,562,1530,615" alt="&#22823;" href="/djvuchar?5927" />
<AREA coords="1477,642,1533,695" alt="&#23559;" href="/djvuchar?5C07" />
<AREA coords="1475,700,1531,753" alt="&#36557;" href="/djvuchar?8ECD" />
<AREA coords="1478,772,1534,825" alt="&#23828;" href="/djvuchar?5D14" />
<AREA coords="1473,838,1529,891" alt="&#20844;" href="/djvuchar?516C" />






































†LizardTech社の SPARC Solaris版『Document Express with DjVu』中のコマンド。フリーの
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